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Reduce organizational cybersecurity risk and build comprehensive WiFi, private cellular, and

IOT security solutionsWireless Security Architecture: Designing and Maintaining Secure

Wireless for Enterprise offers readers an essential guide to planning, designing, and

preserving secure wireless infrastructures. It is a blueprint to a resilient and compliant

architecture that responds to regulatory requirements, reduces organizational risk, and

conforms to industry best practices. This book emphasizes WiFi security, as well as guidance

on private cellular and Internet of Things security.Readers will discover how to move beyond

isolated technical certifications and vendor training and put together a coherent network that

responds to contemporary security risks. It offers up-to-date coverage—including data

published for the first time—of new WPA3 security, Wi-Fi 6E, zero-trust frameworks, and other

emerging trends. It also includes:Concrete strategies suitable for organizations of all sizes,

from large government agencies to small public and private companiesEffective technical

resources and real-world sample architecturesExplorations of the relationships between

security, wireless, and network elementsPractical planning templates, guides, and real-world

case studies demonstrating application of the included conceptsPerfect for network, wireless,

and enterprise security architects, Wireless Security Architecture belongs in the libraries of

technical leaders in firms of all sizes and in any industry seeking to build a secure wireless

network.

About the AuthorJENNIFER (JJ) MINELLA is an internationally recognized authority on

network and wireless security, author, and public speaker. She is an advisory CISO and

information security leader with over fifteen years’ experience working with organizations

creating network security and leadership strategies. She is Founder and Principal Advisor of

Viszen Security.--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverMitigate

cybersecurity risks and prevent wireless attacks with effective and contemporary strategiesIn

Wireless Security Architecture: Designing and Maintaining Secure Wireless for Enterprise,

renowned information security leader Jennifer Minella delivers an essential guide for planning,

designing, and maintaining secure wireless infrastructures. Perfect for companies of all sizes

and in any industry, this book walks technology professionals through critical concepts in

security and wireless design, offering powerful technical resources and real-world sample

architectures.This book provides recipes for resilient connectivity compliant with regulatory

standards and industry best practices that reduce organizational risk. Drawing on the author’s

fifteen years’ experience of hands-on experience in network architecting and implementation,

as well as security consulting, it presents practical guidance for those responsible for creating

secure wireless networks.Readers will learn how to go beyond important—but isolated—

technical certifications and vendor training to assemble a holistic enterprise architecture that

responds to contemporary security risks. Its techniques are suitable for government agencies,

global financial institutions, healthcare organizations, and small public and private firms.Ideal

for enterprise security architects, network architects, and wireless architects, Wireless Security

Architecture also contains valuable content for technical leaders, including CISOs, CTOs, and

CIOs. The author also provides:An introduction to modern security and wireless

conceptsExplorations of the relationships between security, wireless, and network

elementsDetailed design and planning guidanceBest practices in security testing, monitoring,



tools, and trainingDeep technical dives for troubleshootingPlanning templates and guidesCase

studies demonstrating real world examples of secure wireless architectures--This text refers to

the paperback edition.
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Gray Hat Hacking: The Ethical Hacker's Handbook, Sixth Edition, Industrial Cybersecurity:

Efficiently monitor the cybersecurity posture of your ICS environment, 2nd Edition, The Web

Application Hacker's Handbook: Finding and Exploiting Security Flaws, Practical Malware

Analysis: The Hands-On Guide to Dissecting Malicious Software, Network Warrior: Everything

You Need to Know That Wasn't on the CCNA Exam, Practical IoT Hacking: The Definitive

Guide to Attacking the Internet of Things, Practical Threat Intelligence and Data-Driven Threat

Hunting: A hands-on guide to threat hunting with the ATT&CK™ Framework and open source

tools, (ISC)2 CCSP Certified Cloud Security Professional Official Study Guide, LinkedIn

Riches: How To Use LinkedIn For Business, Sales and Marketing! Updated and Revised

Ebook Tops Reader, “Comprehensive dive into wireless architecture for the 2022 landscape..

There are a lot of books on wireless. Unfortunately most suffer from at least one of two

problems:1. They are old2. They have a razor focus on a particular 802.11 specification.Ms.

Minella’s book is full of updated information useful for a professional in 2022. My favorite parts

were the clear explanation of the different security concepts and a breakdown of encryption

and authorization mechanisms. Coming in a close second is Appendix C with a lot of to the

point sample architectures that bring together the information from earlier in the book into

easily digestible ideas and gotchas about practical implementations.The only down side is this

book is heavy. At 584 pages this is a quick reference guide. I got the kindle version after

realizing I couldn’t make space in my work bag for the in print version.Disclaimer: I know Ms.

Minella personally for participation in infosec industry events. This didn’t skew my review. If it

was bad I would have no problem saying it.”

The book by Stephanie Soebbing has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided

feedback.
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